GRAPHIC ARTS
Flexibility and Choice
Unsurpassed application versatility
Take a look inside

DIRECT MAIL AND
DOCUMENT PRODUCTION
All-in-one solution
QUALITY
In an increasingly digitized world, internet
and social media marketing is growing at a
phenomenal rate. This in turn highlights the
importance and relevance of high quality
printed communications. Print is becoming
associated with exclusivity and importance.
It is therefore vital that digital print matches
that expectation. Rest assured Xeikon quality
hits the mark.

1,5hrs

1week

As digital printing volumes are growing,
the demand for fast turnarounds and
full flexibility increases. Whether you
want to produce direct marketing materials ready for mailing, all sorts of brochures, or short-run high-quality prints
and reprints of full-color transactional
documents, the Xeikon Document Production Suite is up to the challenge.

PRODUCTIVITY

FINISHING

Productivity is very often the key to profitability. Xeikon presses are among the most
productive available in today’s market, with
speeds of up to 404 A4 pages or 428 US Letter pages per minute to make sure the job is
delivered on time. This means a happy client
and healthy profit.

We can offer a wide and comprehensive
range of finishing possibilities. From simple
cut and stacked sheets to sophisticated inline cutting, slitting, creasing and folding. Also
you are able to add and grow your finishing
capabilities over time as requirements change
and grow.

d o n ’ t h e s i tat e l au r a !
w e a l r e a d y h av e y o u r
ticket ready!

trip overview

Boasting some of the finest
Mediterranean landscapes in
Europe, with dazzling blue seas,
lemon trees, olive groves, vineyards and steep, green cliffs, we
have selected for you the Amalfi
coast as dream destination.

It is a stretch of coastline on the
southern coast of the Salerno Gulf
on the Tyrrhenian Sea. Out of all the
amazing hotels we have, especially
for you Laura, selected Belmond
Hotel Caruso. The hotel consists of
50 rooms set in terraced gardens on
top of a hill, offering you jaw-dropping views over the glistening sea.
You can enjoy a nice morning swim
as the infinity pool of the hotel is
considered as one of the best in the
world!
With its UNESCO world heritage
landscape and the exquisite Italian
cuisine the Amalfi Coast is the
perfect choice for your relaxing
seaside getaway!

buongiorno laura
Xe i tr av e l P ri n t s Pe r s o n a li Ze d t r iP c o nF i rM at i o n M es s ag es
o n t h e Xe i kon sX 3 0 0 00 … at 4 0 4 Pag e s Pe r M i n u t e a 4 ( 4 28 P P M u s l e t t e r)

WORKFLOW
Currently in Season in Your Region

Perfectly printed and personalized messages enable you to deliver your customers a better service with
highly appreciated added value to make their life a lot more comfortable. Today, that is what personalized
communication is all about! Designed to excel in print quality and productivity, the Xeikon SX30000 will
surpass all your expectations. With true 1200 dpi at 4 bits per spot, it sets a new standard in imaging quality,
offering an imaging width of 508 mm for 2-up A4 and 3-up A5 printing. It boasts printing speeds of up to
404 pages/minute or 2,545 B2 sheets per hour (30m/98ft per min) and duty cycles of up to 15 million pages
per month. This makes it your ideal partner for fast, cost-effective, and eco-friendly printing on a broad
range of print media without compromising on quality. High volume direct mail productions or multi-version
product manuals, top quality pre-runs and fully personalized ‘book on demand’ applications... no sweat!
The Xeikon SX30000 extends the limits of your production capacity. It delivers superior image quality.
July, 2020 Vol. 3 No. 8
It enables you to offer a wider range of applications to your customers.

Farmer’s Market Club Member Newsletter
®

XMPie is a leading provider of software solutions
for Web-to-print marketing portals and 1:1
multichannel communications.

Powered By

Meet the Power of Dry Toner

inside.

If you want to find out more about the trip,
please call us on +32 5 356 06 53
Or mail us at info@xeiktravel.be

The answer is
Kathy Jones?
John and
who are
Jerry,

Are vegetables
losing their

8040 Vege Place
Portland, Oregon
97206

nutrition?

While we’ve been dutifully eating our fruits and vegetables
all these years, a strange thing has been happening to
our produce. It’s losing its nutrients. That’s right: Today’s
conventionally grown produce doesn’t pack the nutritious
punch it once did. What’s going on? Competition among
traditional farmers to turn out the fastest-growing, biggest
plants has led to a dramatic decline in the nutritional content
of America’s fruits and vegetables. These bio-engineered plants,
often laden with synthetic chemicals, are growing too quickly
to acquire the proper amount of nutrients. The very things that
speed growth - selective breeding and synthetic fertilizers decrease the produce’s ability to synthesize nutrients or absorb
them from the soil.
A different story is playing out with organic produce. “By
avoiding synthetic fertilizers, organic farmers put more stress

on plants, and when plants experience stress, they protect
themselves by producing phytochemicals. Studies have shown
that organic tomatoes can have as much as 30 percent more
phytochemicals than conventional ones.
If you’re looking for more nutrients from your vegetables, buy
local produce. Unlike prematurely picked supermarket produce,
which typically travels hundreds of miles before landing on
store shelves, at Farmers’ Market we sell only freshly harvested,
in-season fare that’s grown locally and has had a chance to ripen
naturally - a process that amplifies its amount of phytonutrients.
As a crop gets closer to full ripeness, it converts its nutrients
to the most readily absorbable forms, so you’ll get a higher
concentration of healthy compounds.

Jerry Jones
9 Mayflower Dr
Portland, OR 97218

Opening Hours:
Mon-Fri 8:00 am - 10:00 pm
Sat 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sun 10:00 am- 5:00 pm
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Postage
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Jerry, Learn About
the Health Bene
fits of

Strawberries

Sweet and juicy strawberries
not only taste good
your heart, increase
but are good for
you too! These fabulous
HDL cholesterol
(the good kind),
berries protect
lower your blood
pressure and guard
against cancer.
Packed with vitamins,
fiber, and high levels
of antioxidants, strawberries
cholesterol-free,
low-calorie nutritional
are a sodium-free,
powerhouse. They
fat-free,
potassium and folate.
are a good source
One serving – about
of manganese, iodine,
eight strawberries
A whole cup of strawberries
– provides more
is only 50 calories
vitamin C than an
yet contains three
orange.
grams of fiber.
Strawberries are
also loaded with
phytonutrien
disease-preventing,
ts, plant chemicals
that contain protective,
compounds, which
have been shown
to have health benefits.
Since strawberries
do not ripen after
they are picked,
red color that are
we look for shiny
firm and plump.
berries with a deep
At Farmer’s Market,
produce so you’re
we provide you with
sure to get all the
the highest quality
health benefits that
strawberries hold.

Hello Laura,
let’s visit the amalfi coast.
o n e o f i ta ly ’ s m o s t s t u n n i n g
d e s t i n at i o n s !

The award-winning Xeikon X-800 digital frontend is without doubt one of the most easy
to operate yet powerful and technologically
advanced digital front-ends, offering sophisticated queuing, imposition, tracking, data
management and a host of other excellent
features. It really is a vital part of a high-performance solution.

WALL DECORATION
The wall of choice
A TOTALLY NEW SOLUTION
Whether you want to print high-quality short runs of wallpaper in standard
lengths or highly individualized, custom-made murals, our Wall Decoration
Suite is an all-in-one solution that will
meet your needs like no other.

As an industry that has been around for many
years, wall covering techniques have been
slow to evolve. Thanks to our innovative and
state-of-the-art Wall Decoration Suite, things
are set to change, with a new focus on ease,
convenience and, above all, profitability.

THE SUITE CONCEPT
Built around a Xeikon digital color press, our
Wall Decoration Suite boasts four supporting
components, including workflow software,
print media, consumables and pre-and postprinting equipment. The result: a carefullyselected and thoroughly tested combination
of equipment, technologies and capabilities.

SIMPLEX OR DUPLEX
The Xeikon simplex presses are ideal for the
cost-effective production of wallpaper and

murals. Or choose from our range of duplex
presses, offering you additional flexibility, enabling you to print single-sided wall coverings
but also double-sided sample books or any
other application you or your customers might
require.

HIGH DEFINITION,
SMOOTH TONE TRANSITION
True 1200 dpi resolution combined with fourbit variable-dot density allows you to print
high-definition images and smooth tone transitions on a wide range of substrates.

PERSONALIZED WALLS
While digital printing is a useful and valuable
extension of the traditional wallpaper business, it has also given rise to a totally new application: murals. With digital printing, designs
are not limited to a repeated pattern and every
print can be different. This also means that
designs can be made to exactly fit a specific
space too.

COST EFFECTIVENESS
With digital technology, set-up and makeready costs are minimal, so small runs can
be produced cost-effectively. As a result, inventory and the associated risks and costs
can be virtually eliminated, so end-of-life collections can be given a new lease of life and
trial or start-up collections suddenly become
affordable.

CREATIVE OPPORTUNITIES
With their designs not being limited in size
or restricted to repeated patterns, and with
a higher resolution and a much wider color
gamut at their disposal, artists can let their
imagination run wild.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
All our presses come with the X-800 digital
front-end, combining prepress, data processing, color management and press operation,
offering seamless integration and connectivity
with any market-leading PDF, design and production workflows.

POINT OF SALE &
RETAIL SIGNAGE
When size matters
FORMAT/PRINT SIZE
There is an increasing demand to supply
a wider range of printed products such
as POS material, banners and posters.
This represents an excellent opportunity to expand your portfolio and attract
additional revenue. We can help meet
the demand for innovative large format
digital print with our Large Format Production Suite.

This Suite offers a complete solution to produce beautiful quality work with extensive
flexibility in format and high levels of productivity. Stretch your imagination to consider the
additional services you are able to offer and
the benefits this could bring to your business.

START
TRAINING
TODAY
YOGA
GYM

CROSS TRAINING
NEW ARRIVALS

DANCE
WORKOUT
TRAINING
SWIMMING

JOIN NOW!

SUPERB SUBSTRATES

ALWAYS THE RIGHT TONE

With high throughput speeds Xeikon presses
print on a wide variety of different substrates.
With stock weights up to 350 gsm, on coated and uncoated papers and films. We also
provide comprehensive on-site consultancy
services for customers that want to print on
new substrates, optimizing and fine-tuning
production to achieve perfect print quality.

Xeikon dry toner has been specifically developed based on the requirements of large
format commercial printing applications. The
standard process colors are complemented
with off-the-shelf spot colors, technical colors,
and creative colors providing increased color
gamut (Red, Green, Blue, Orange, ExtraMagenta, SuperBlack, White, Clear). In addition,
we can also develop custom-made colors to
meet specific brand color requirements.

REASONS TO START TODAY:
Regular physical activity can improve
your muscle strength and boost your
endurance. Exercise delivers oxygen
and nutrients to your tissues and
helps your cardiovascular system work
more efficiently. And when your heart
and lung health improve, you have
more energy to tackle daily chores.

XEIKONGYM

FINISHING

Printed on a Xeikon Press.

Within our range of duplex presses you enjoy maximum configuration flexibility. You can
operate them in roll-to-roll, roll-to-sheet or
roll-to-stack configuration, depending on your
application and finishing requirements. You
can choose from a range of input and output
accessories to support your productivity and
streamline your finishing.

PREMIUM QUALITY

STAY
IN SHAPE

&

STRENGTHEN
YOUR MUSCLES

OLD BREW HOUSE

TRY ME

BOOK COVER AND
BOOK PRODUCTION
A new chapter
ADAPTABLE AND FLEXIBLE
Whether you want to print photobooks,
trade and children’s books, professional and legal books, scientific, technical
and medical books, or educational and
textbooks, our Book Production Suite
offers you a fully integrated solution to
print and finish book blocks and covers
in a single pass.

Flexible solutions are required to handle both
book cover production and book content.
From photo books and coffee table books, to
trade and children’s books, from professional
and legal books, to scientific, technical and
educational books, our Book Production Suite
is suitable for a huge variety of applications.

THE SPEED YOU NEED

PRODUCTIVITY

These days, you need a printing solution that
is ready when you are. In other words, you
need our Book Production Suite. With 5-color
printing speeds of up to 21.5 m per minute
(70.5 ft/min) you have a system that is both
top quality and highly productive.

Think about the things you need from a book
production system and the chances are that
productivity and flexibility will come high on
the list. With our Book Production Suite, a rollfed Xeikon digital press means that you will be
as productive as you are flexible – at all times.

END-TO-END SOLUTION
Our Book Production Suite provides all the
building blocks you need to produce books
starting from a white roll of paper! You can
also choose from a range of input and finishing equipment to match your requirements
and build the perfect configuration.

GENERAL COMMERCIAL
PRINT APPLICATIONS
General Commercial Print (GCP) encompasses a broad and diverse range of applications, such as: brochures, leaflets,
flyers, business cards, catalogs, postcards, booklets, invitations, calendars,
newsletters, announcements, inserts
and coupons, among others.
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GROWTH FOR DIGITAL

BEYOND THE ORDINARY

With most of these printed products being
produced in offset, and with the digital volume
barely scratching the surface, there is a lot to
gain by digital by offering cost effective short
runs and shorter turnaround times. Other
drivers for digital print, within the GCP space
include personalization and the ability to offer
a more targeted and customized approach,
resulting in higher value and return.

Worth mentioning here are applications that
traditionally fall outside the realm of GCP
such as digitally printed newspapers or religious publications with very specific technical
print requirements, perfectly compatible with
Xeikon (e.g. light weight translucent papers,
recycled newsprint). Offering customers the
opportunity to provide local editions or bespoke copies for specific communities and
interest groups enables printers to add value and build a profitable, sustainable print
business.

The high, near-offset quality of Xeikon presses
as well as their B2+ format and wide substrate
range helps printers to propel digital volumes
by offering their customers a differentiated
product experience with high-value, creative
and innovative applications.

CUSTOMER
Testimonials
“Quality is in our DNA. For the books we publish and produce,
this means quality of content, quality in look & feel, and
quality of distribution. It goes without saying that only the best
printing quality is good enough for us. To achieve this, we
needed a press that was reliable and capable of delivering the
volumes we have. We evaluated the market of digital presses
and we found that our only option was a Xeikon press.”
Gerhard Märtterer Director for One-to-One Marketing
Services at Eversfrank, Germany

“We know we will always be at the leading edge in
digital wall covering production with Xeikon as a partner,
keeping us ahead of the game.”
Fredrik Larsson Plant Manager, WallVision, Sweden

“Xeikon offered the most secure solution to produce tax stamps.
Thanks to our digital print installation we are now able to respond
and adapt very quickly. We now have a solution that is not only much
more secure and efficient, but also much more cost-effective.”
Fedopress, Belgium

“The SX30000 samples are fantastic. The unique thing about Xeikon,
is that it prints on both sides of the web at the same time. You can’t
do that with ink jet. With ink jet, you have to have two machines with
a turn bar. People today are attuned to ink jet, but toner still has its
place and Xeikon is an important part of the industry.”
Frank Romano, Professor Emeritus, Rochester Institute of Technology
and the founder and curator of the Museum of Printing, USA.

“This is a production-level solution, especially with the inline finishing
equipment. I don’t think there are any alternatives on the market.”
Christofer Gimmersta Managing Director of Rebel Walls AB, Sweden

“The Xeikon press, in particular, is excellent at creating
high-value print documents. It relies on dry toner technology
and the way Xeikon has exploited that technology, and
it is unmatched by other suppliers.”
HervéLesseur, CEO of TagGInformatique, France.

“Reliability, quick turnaround and flexibility is what our customers
want most. The Xeikon press is dependable and robust. It can take
a lot of volume and deliver consistently. It works well within our
workflow and ensures we help customers meet their deadlines.
When they give us a job we want to be able to keep the
commitment and working with Xeikon ensures we can.”
Perry Klein, CTO & Vice President, MitteraGroup, Inc., USA.

SECURITY PRINTING
Anti-counterfeiting & brand protection
Tobacco tax stamps, luxury products,
pharmaceuticals, lottery or entrance
tickets ... counterfeiting is big business, so anti-counterfeiting and brand
protection are no longer nice-to-haves.
With Xeikon technology, you will stay
one step ahead of the fraudsters.

PRESS FEATURES

PARTNERSHIPS

Our range of toners includes two off-the-shelf
technical colors suitable for brand protection
and security applications: Our clear toner
makes it possible to add text, code or shapes
to your prints that are invisible until exposed
to a UV source; then they glow a bright blue.
Xeikon white toner can also be used as a security toner as it contains an optical brightener
that fluoresces under UV light.

Security printing is a highly specialized field,
so we also work together with best-in-class,
industry-leading experts. For example, we
have teamed up with providers of design
and track-and-trace software for general and
high-end security applications, and with providers of machine vision technology and visual
quality control systems to develop a camera
inspection system integrated with the press
that enables you to verify the accuracy and
quality of every single print.
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Mr. Tom Duchene

52 Grumbacher Rd
York , PA 17402
USA

Because we develop our toners in house,
you can also have them tailor-made to your
own or your customers’ exact specifications.
Custom-made brand colors offer enhanced
brand protection, but we can also design and
manufacture toners for more sophisticated
security applications. For example, taggant
toner, which, as the name suggests, contains
taggants that are embedded during the toner
production process. Taggants are microscopic chemical or physical markers that are invisible to the human eye. They do not interfere
with the color of the toner in which they are
used and can only be detected by special
readers. Taggants are not removable and very
difficult to reverse-engineer.

Area C / Row 15 / Seat 051

Moreover, our presses are equipped with several automated controls, such as inline toner
density and color register measurement, ensuring uniform and accurate colors and color
consistency, not only across a page and from
page to page, but also between jobs and
across presses, raising the protection threshold even further.

TONER FEATURES

N° 21895910

All Xeikon presses offer a unique combination
of 1200 dpi resolution and four-bit variable-dot density, producing a constant dot size
of 21 µm. Because the human eye cannot
see dots smaller than 30 µm, this resolution
lets you add markings invisible to the naked
eye, such as cryptoglyphs. It also enables the
printing of sharp, crisp details, indispensable
to add microtext or knock-out white text, 2-D
barcodes, QR codes, guilloches, etc.

Finally, substrates including security features,
such as watermarks, embedded security threads, fluorescent pigments or fibers,
chemical or physical taggants and the like
make counterfeiting of printed documents
even more difficult. Xeikon presses can print
on an unmatched range of print media, including security substrates.

Printed on UV dull security paper, 120 gsm.

17/02/17 20:16

aXelerate
Better business & technical consultancy, now and in the future
XEIKON SOLUTIONS SERVICES

Investing in a digital printing press means
you’re ready for the next turn. Xeikon is proud
to have a strong global partner and service
network to master every aspect and every
part of our solutions. That expertise is there
for you to utilize. Our aXelerate program is designed not only to guarantee a smooth operation of your Xeikon solution but also to make
you take the most profit out of it.

Get direct and personal
support & service at every stage
of your new Xeikon’s production
process: aXelerate

This can only be done by using its capacity, its
full capability and a seamless production process around it to create what Xeikon stands
for: the highest efficiency and quality in digital
production.
Make sure to talk to us about what aXelerate
can do for your business as there might very
well be new opportunities ahead which we
can make work together.

Xeikon is a solution provider to assist print
service providers (PSP) is undergoing a digital
transformation, supporting them with end to
end solutions and enabling them to be more
competitive. The end2end solution can include pre and post equipment fit for purpose
and integrated with the digital printing press,
software and workflow integration, to have a
full digital and automated production line.

“Axelerate has helped us to
organize better our printing
process and boost our
business. The consultancy
we received helped us
optimize the production,
deliver faster then before
and free up time for more
print jobs. This is the kind
of support we expect from
our partners!”
Mr. Luis Alarcon, Spain

Xeikon Solutions Services (XSS) is a dedicated
department of integration experts that design
custom made configurations and support fully
automated and integrated workflow systems.
XSS takes the responsibility in the design (pre
sales) phase and makes sure we deliver according expectation during the installation
and start up. All knowledge throughout Xeikon
is coordinated by XSS making sure we have
the right and unique solutions our (potential)
customers are looking for.
We are customer oriented, making sure we
design and offer the best possible solution
for our customers and bring the highest value
and quality into your digital production. Once
the production has been started up, we continue to support our customer with our professional services, which are focused on increasing customer business successes
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GROWTH POTENTIAL

NO TRADE OFF

PERFECT MATCH

The transition from offset to digital printing is
accelerating and industry analysts estimate
considerable growth for the years to come.
And while production high speed inkjet is
rapidly gaining ground, toner-based digital
technology like Xeikon’s will always have an
important role to play, due to its unique mix
of high quality, substrate flexibility and productivity.

Spoilt by the Amazons and online takeaways
of this world, customers have become used
to fast to-the-door delivery, and they expect
nothing less from their print providers. Direct
marketing is increasingly trigger-based, so
speed is of the essence. Growing digital print
volumes, ever-faster turnaround times and increasing complexity place huge demands on
printing systems in terms of processing power and productivity. But speed and productivity must not come at the price of quality: in
a world where customers have the power of
choice, quality is a given.

Digital printing has many unique advantages
in terms of personalization and cost-effectiveness of shorter, more targeted production
runs. But it really comes into its own in an
automated workflow, combined with digital
finishing equipment. Then it turns out to be a
perfect match with ecommerce-based business models. Integrated digital production
solutions enable a host of new web-to-print
business opportunities: books, wall decorations and any other print application.
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In this digital age you would be forgiven for thinking that print is on its way
out, but the truth is: it is not. And while
the document and commercial market
segments are facing many challenges,
there are some great opportunities as
well.
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A CHALLENGING MARKET
Provides great opportunities

Digital or offset? These two technologies
MIND THE ENVIRONMENT
are not mutually exclusive. Each has its own
purpose and advantages. By nature, digital
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business.
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7 REASONS
To choose Xeikon
1. A CHOICE OF PRESSES

When it comes to meeting the requirements of print buyers and printers in
the document & commercial market
segments, digital production has everything going for it. And what the market
wants, Xeikon delivers: We have developed a family of Graphic Arts Suites, offering you print-to-finish digital production solutions. If you want to drive and
grow your business, there are at least
seven compelling reasons to put our
Suites at the top of your list.

The centerpiece of each of our application
Suites is a Xeikon digital color press. You have
a choice of different models with different
maximum printing speeds, enabling you to
upgrade as your business grows or changes.
The Xeikon Cheetah series with the CX500
for example were developed for single-sided
printing applications. The Xeikon SIRIUS series on the other hand with the SX30000 enable double-sided printing in a single pass.

2. CONSISTENTLY
HIGH QUALITY
No matter which Xeikon press you choose,
true 1200 dpi resolution combined with fourbit variable-dot density enables you to print
the most vibrant high-definition images,

smooth tone transitions, and minute details on
a wide range of substrates. Our applicationtuned dry toner offers the best image stability,
reliability, and a high degree of lightfastness,
while all our presses come with color management tools, as well as tools to accurately
reproduce spot colors.

3. PRODUCTIVITY
BEST IN CLASS
There is more to productivity than speed. That
is why our presses have been made extremely reliable and robust with superior up-times.
The X-800 includes numerous features to
minimize downtime and increase productivity
while maintaining flexibility and quality.

4. APPLICATION-TUNED
DRY TONER
Our presses use application-tuned dry toners, especially developed to meet the exacting
needs of the document & commercial market
segments in terms of print quality, color gamut
and accuracy, lightfastness, and brand protection. Xeikon dry toners are also eco-friendly.

5. EXCEPTIONAL MEDIA
AND FORMAT FLEXIBILITY
Because our presses use dry toner, they produce impeccable quality on all sorts of conventional substrates, from paper to synthetic
materials, in an impressive range of calipers
and weights, and without any pretreatment.
What is more, Xeikon presses can print on

scalable widths, offering maximum imaging
widths, depending on the model, of up to
508 mm (20”). Combined with a virtually unlimited image length, this results in exceptional
format flexibility.

6. CUSTOMIZABLE
WORKFLOW SYSTEM
Based on open standards and developed in
close collaboration with printers like you, our
workflow system enables you to implement
a fully integrated digital production workflow,
dedicated to specific applications – documents, wall decoration, large formats, books,
and leaflets. The result: maximum productivity
and minimum waste.

7. ONE-STOP SOLUTIONS
Our application Suites let you build print-tofinish digital production solutions. Each Suite
includes a Xeikon digital color press as well
as a dedicated workflow, online and/or offline
pre- and post-printing equipment, and consumables. What’s more, these Suites can be
customized with additional components to
provide a bespoke solution that meets your
specific needs. All these components will
have been designed, tweaked, and fine-tuned
to work seamlessly together to produce the
finished product, ready for use. Not only do
we take care of their sourcing and integration,
we also offer servicing and maintenance – all
to make your life easier!

A RANGE
Of high-performance digital presses
Each application Suite is built around a
Xeikon digital color press. All you have
to do is choose the one that best suits
your needs.

The Xeikon SX30000 is the most productive
EP press on the market with full B2 capability.
The Xeikon CX500 is the fastest simplex press
in the range, ideal for the costeffective production of wallpaper and murals. The Xeikon 3050
REX is the entry level simplex press. Well-enSX30000

gineered, robust and reliable, they all deliver
impeccable quality at industry-best speeds.
And here is why: All Xeikon presses use an
LED-array-based dry toner electrophotographic printing process - engineered to perfection,
this process remains the industry standard

for quality and reliability. Aside from unrivalled
format flexibility and productivity due to their
web-fed technology, each of these presses
has several other features that make it ideally
suited for printing a wide variety of Graphic Arts
applications.

CX500

3050 REX

PRINT TECHNOLOGY & FEATURES

Process LED-array-based, dry toner electrophotography

PROCESS
COLOR CONFIGURATION

4/4 One-Pass-DuplexTM (optional 5th station for spot color,
security toner or opaque white)

Standard

IN-LINE DENSITY/REGISTER CONTROL
CUTTER

5/0 Simplex (5th station for spot color, security or opaque white)

Optional

Optional

TONER SYSTEM
TONER

Xeikon QA-SR dry toner

Xeikon QB-CH dry toner

Xeikon QA-I and ICE dry toner

SPECIAL COLORS

Technical colors (opaque white), Off-the-shelf Spotcolors (Red, Green, Blue, Orange, SuperBlack). Custom made spotcolors and security features available per request.

LIGHT FASTNESS

5-8 on blue wool scale (color dependent)

PRINT MEDIA
PRE-PRINTED STOCK FUNCTIONALITY
WEB-FED

Optional X or Y side

Optional

Standard

Uncoated papers, digital coated papers (Silk Gloss Matte ) &
Standard offset papers

Paper, paperboard & wallpaper substrates

Paper, paperboard, single an double sided PE coated board

All media listed on www.xeikon.com
MEDIA WIDTH

250 - 520 mm (9,9” - 20,5”)

MEDIA WEIGHT

40 - 350 gsm (27 lb text to 130 lb cover)

MEDIA CALIPER

40µm - 550 μm ((1.96 mil < 21,65 mil)

250 - 520 mm (9,9” - 20,5”)

250 - 516 mm (9,9” - 20,3”)
40 - 350 gsm (27 lb text to 130 lb cover)
40µm - 550 μm ((1.96 mil < 21,65 mil)

Active web alignment standard

WEB ALIGNMENT
PRESS THROUGHPUT
MAX. WEB SPEED/THROUGHPUT
PRINTING SPEED*
DUTY CYCLE*

Up to 30 m/min (98.4 ft/min) or 2,545 B2 sheets/hour

Up to 30 m/min (98.4 ft/min)

Up to 9.6 m/min (31,5 ft/min)

404 A4 ppm, 24,240 pages/hr (428 US letter ppm)

936 sqm/hr (1450 MSI/hour)

297 sqm/hr (460 MSI/hour)

Up to 10.000.000 pages/month

IMAGING

1200 dpi with variable dot density

RESOLUTION

Pericles screening library up to 240 lpi

SCREENING
IMAGING WIDTH

508 mm (20”)

508 mm (20”)
Digital front-end Xeikon X-800

DIGITAL FRONT-END
* A4 full color pages, printed double sided, media type dependent

508 mm (20”)

X-800
Customizable workflow system
In digital print production, the right
workflow is what makes you stand out
from the crowd. And with our customizable workflow system, you will be onto
a winner! Our X-800 digital front-end
comes with all the tools to help you
create a fast and efficient, applicationspecific digital workflow that can be automated and integrated, without having
to compromise on quality.

PRODUCTIVITY AND
CONSISTENT QUALITY

COMPLEX VARIABLE DATA
AND METADATA MADE EASY

With the X-800 you benefit from numerous
features to minimize downtime and increase
productivity, while maintaining maximum flexibility and quality: Unequaled streaming technology, integrated engine controller, intelligent
load balancing, RIP-while-print, parallel RIPing and compression, post-RIP impositioning,
and page picking. Also integrated into the
X-800 are all the necessary tools to efficiently
implement full ICC color management, including post-RIP color adjustment, ensuring consistent and reproducible results.

The X-800 combines prepress, data processing, and press operation functionality,
enabling you to print all common input files
and also easily include even complex variable
data. And adding metadata to already RIPed documents, such as sequential numbers
or barcodes to track your productions from
print to delivery, or to prevent counterfeiting, is
made remarkably straightforward.

The X-800 features a unique interface for
its press operation functionality: MyPress.
Worldwide customer feedback, practical tips
from Xeikon press operators and scientific research by usability experts from leading universities have resulted in an intuitive and extremely user-friendly interface design that will
help maximize your productivity.

MIS (JDF/JMF)

Layout
DataBase
VDP application

X-800 DFE

X-800 Streamer

Composition
rules

Object Store

X-800 Streamer

Resources

PREPRESS

XEIKON DIGITAL FRONT-END

The X-800’s powerful functions are provided
in separate modules. All server modules can
be installed on the X-800 streamer system or
on one or more Windows-based platforms to
form a personalized workflow. This modular
architecture also allows you to separate the
pre-press functionality from the actual press
operation. Your press operators can focus on
printing and press maintenance, just like in a
conventional workflow.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

X-800 Streamer

MARKETING

CONVENIENT INTERFACE

MODULAR ARCHITECTURE

PRINTING & FINISHING

With the X-800 you continue to enjoy your
own trusted workflow and tools, thanks to our
focus on open industry standards. By design,
Xeikon presses can be part of virtually any
workflow, and by design, the X-800 can work
seamlessly together with your existing workflow and any market-leading third-party applications. By tapping into our worldwide network of Aura Partners, we can offer integration
with design packages or workflow tools, such
as dedicated web-to-print applications and
management information software.

APPLICATION-TUNED
Dry toner

In designing and developing our toners,
we take great care in choosing ingredients that deliver the best performance
and results possible while meeting the
most stringent requirements in terms of
recyclability, absence of harmful substances and human and environmental safety. Our market-driven research
ensures our toners are continually
improved and fine-tuned to meet the
requirements of your customers’ applications. And because different applications have different requirements,
we have developed application-specific
toners. As a result, our dry toners offer
you a unique combination of benefits.

ENABLES HIGH-QUALITY

GUARANTEED RECYCLABLE

A WIDE RANGE OF COLORS

Dry toner electrophotography is an extremely
stable and reliable printing process. It always
achieves optimal optical density, with the
dot shape and size remaining constant,
as determined by the screening. The absence
of solvents also ensures image consistency.
In short: Our application-tuned dry toners
offer the best image stability and reliability
around, while making the most of our presses’ 1200 dpi resolution.

As a Xeikon user you can rest assured: Independent research shows that all commercially available Xeikon dry toners score
high on deinkability. This means that Xeikonprinted matter is guaranteed to be recyclable.
Tests have also shown that our toners are not
harmful to aquatic organisms, which is a plus
for the wastewater treatment systems at the
deinking plants.

In addition to the four standard colors, you
can choose from a range of off-the-shelf spot
colors: red, green, blue, orange, ExtraMagenta, and SuperBlack. Using one of these
as a fifth process color lets you accurately
reproduce a wide range of colors that fall outside the CMYK gamut of your press, as well
as create special effects. For example, SuperBlack has a density of 2.2-2.4 compared
with 1.8 for normal black, ideal for creating a
distinctive and sophisticated look.

EXCEPTIONALLY LIGHTFAST

ECO-FRIENDLY,
SAFE AND ODORLESS

Xeikon dry toners generally score exceptionally well in terms of lightfastness. Our QA-I
toner, which, although initially developed for
labels and packaging, has the ideal properties
for wall decoration applications: it achieves
the best combination of lightfastness ratings for its process colors and standard spot
colors, when compared with all other digital
printing technologies available for these application segments. Your prints will keep their
vibrant colors, no matter how long they are on
display or in use.

Xeikon dry toners contain no solvents, so our
presses produce no hazardous emissions
of VOCs and no odors. The same is true for
Xeikon-printed material. Not only is this environmentally friendly, it is also operator-friendly. Moreover, as our toners contain no heavy
metals, softening agents or other hazardous
substances, Xeikon prints and toner bottles
can be used and disposed of safely. And last
but not least: Xeikon toner is manufactured
using 100% green electricity and generating
minimal material waste.

Our Cheetah toner (QB-CH) and SIRIUS toner
(QA-SR) for the CX500 and SX30000 respectively have been engineered to delivery superior image quality at the highest speeds.

For more special effects, use our white toner
to achieve a better opacity than “flexo white”,
with one layer only. To add a surprise effects
or for low-level security applications, we offer
a UV fluorescent clear toner.
To meet specific brand owner or more sophisticated security requirements, we can
develop and manufacture custom-made
colors to your own or your customers’ exact
specifications. Just contact us and we will
take it from there.

PRINT MEDIA
Exceptional flexibility
NO COATING OR
PRETREATMENT REQUIRED
Whichever Suite and whichever press
you decide to use, you will appreciate
unbeaten print media flexibility in terms
of format weight and type, enabling
you to generate a wide range of valueadded applications. All our digital color
presses can print on scalable widths
and an unmatched range of substrates.

Unlike other digital technologies, Xeikon dry
toner electrophotography can print on most
conventional substrates without any pretreatment*, yielding excellent results even on porous and/or structured materials, and security
substrates. Not having to apply a coating or
primer helps you save time and money. And
being able to use untreated conventional substrates means that you do not have to keep
a separate stock. All this also makes it much
more straightforward to integrate your digital
printing solution into a conventional printing
environment.

CHOOSE FROM A WIDE RANGE
OF TYPES, WEIGHTS,
AND CALIPERS
Our presses can print on all sorts of coated
and uncoated paper and paperboard and
even on synthetic print media, such as translucent film for backlit applications or polypropylene for weatherproof manuals.
From newsprint paper to paperboard, these
presses can handle the same impressive
range of weights and calipers without a glitch,
printing on media weights ranging from 40 to
350 gsm (27 lb text to 122 lb cover) and calipers from 40 to 550 µm (1.6 mil to 21.65 mil).

Print medium files ensure optimal print quality.
Whatever technology you use, the substrate
has a huge impact on the quality of the print.
So, to help you get the most out of your
Xeikon press, we have developed print medium files for a wide range of substrates. A print
medium file contains a set of substrate-dependent press parameters and settings (e.g.
registration parameters, density targets, etc.).
Since the launch of the first Xeikon press, we
have been continually developing and extending our print media database. In close
collaboration with our print media partners,
we have qualified a selection of high-quality
substrates, enabling us to offer print medium
files for the most common grades, across the
full spectrum of substrate weights. Print medium files as well as datasheets are available
for downloading from the print media section
at www.xeikon.com.

* Specific materials like metallic and vinyl substrates
require a standard coating for digital print media.

Select your Xeikon press and
choose your print media from a wide
range of types, weights, and calipers.

FEEDING
And finishing
Our Suites come with a range of auxiliary equipment to support productive
and cost-effective roll-to-roll or roll-tosheet print production.
Together with our Aura Partners, we
also offer additional equipment to enhance the standard solution, enabling
you to further customize your Suite.

PRINT MEDIUM SUPPLY
(PMS)

WEB FINISHING MODULE
(WFM)

WEB VARNISHING MODULE
(WVM)

To handle larger production volumes, our
PMS Large can handle rolls of up to 850 kg
(1870 lb) with a maximum diameter of
1500 mm (59.1”). Because the input module
is fully integrated with the press, the X-800
knows at any time how much stock is left on
the roll. It can also be equipped with an optional web cleaning unit that removes excess
paper dust in order to reduce operator maintenance and enhance the durability of parts
and consumables.

The WFM applies a layer of invisible antistatic
water-based wax and silicone oil emulsion
on any non-synthetic substrate. By eliminating static charges and waviness, this layer
facilitates post-processing and/or finishing,
ensuring your prints can be folded at normal
processing speed, while reducing paper jams
and misfeeds, helping you save time and
money. It also enhances scratch and scuff resistance, which extends the lifetime of otherwise unprotected prints and reduces damage
caused by finishing equipment or mail-sorting
systems. The WFM is used in line with your
press, in simplex or duplex mode.

Depending on the chosen configuration, this
inline varnishing station applies a UV or waterbased flood or spot varnish on a wide range
of substrates. What’s more, your operator
can judge quality and color immediately and
make any necessary changes on the fly. To
ensure consistent quality of aqueous varnish,
modules used to apply this type of varnish are
equipped with a closed chamber system that
is automatically cleaned at the end of each
production run. The WVM runs inline at full
press speed and has a built-in cutter to convert the web to sheets, triggered by a marker
printed on the web.

PRINT MEDIUM REWINDERS

STACKERS

Pile High Stacker

For roll solutions, you have a choice of three
types of rewinders: a PMR, a PMR Large
and a wallpaper medium rewinder. These
rewinders are fitted directly behind the press
or behind the WVM.

Our range of stackers offers you the flexibility
to handle a huge variety of output formats,
from leaflets to brochures and posters in a
wide range of substrates such as paper, paperboard, and other pulp-based materials.
These output modules are fitted directly behind the press, the WFM or behind the WVM.

The Xeikon Pile High Stacker can stack up to
1000 mm (40”) of sheets and has been developed especially to accommodate longer
print runs. The stacks can be easily removed
and transferred to any conventional cut-sheet
finishing device. A waste separating unit ensures test sheets and any other unwanted
prints are automatically discarded.

PMR Large
Our largest rewinder has one spindle and
produces reels of up to 1000 mm (39.4”) in
diameter. It is suitable for print media widths
of up to 520 mm (20.5”) and can be equipped
with optional slitting functions.

Wallpaper Rewinder
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The Wallpaper Rewinder can handle print
media widths of up to 520 mm (20.5”), creating finished coreless rolls with a maximum
diameter of 150 mm (5.9”). It is equipped with
a slitting assembly, waste evacuation module
and a tray capacity of up to 8 rolls.

Cutter Solution
The inline cutter solution is standard based
upon the Hunkeler CS8-I cross-cutting module as the key component. This is a SingleCut solution which cuts the paper web with
a rotary scissor cutting technology. The cut
sheets can be stacked on a jogger table or
Pile High Stacker.

Jogger Table
The Xeikon Jogger Table is ideal for small
print volumes, producing neat stacks of up
to 100 mm (3.9”). It is suitable for the stacking of small sheets and sheets as large as
516 mm x 1600 mm (20.5” x 63”) of substrates from 80 to 550 µm. An optional waste
separating unit can be added to automatically
discard any unwanted prints.

© 2020 Xeikon International N.V. All rights
reserved. All trademarks are property of their
respective owners. No parts of this brochure
may be reproduced, copied, adapted,
translated or transmitted in any form or by any
means, without prior written permission from
Xeikon. The material in this brochure is for
informational purposes only and is subject to
change without prior notice. No responsibility
or liability is assumed by Xeikon for any errors,
which may appear in this brochure.
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ABOUT XEIKON
Xeikon is an innovator in digital printing technology.
The company designs, develops and delivers webfed digital color presses for label and packaging
applications, document printing, as well as
commercial printing. These presses utilize LEDarray-based dry toner electrophotography, open
workflow software and application-specific toners.
Xeikon also manufactures basysPrint computerto-plate (CtP) solutions for the commercial printing
market. These proven CtP systems combine the
latest exposure techniques with costefficient
UV plate technology, high imaging quality and
flexibility. For the flexographic market, Xeikon
offers digital platemaking systems under the

ThermoFlexX brand name. ThermoFlexX systems
provide high resolution plate exposure including
screening, color management, as well as workflow
management.All the Xeikon solutions are designed
with the overarching principles of profitability,
quality, flexibility and sustainability in mind. With
these guiding principles and a deep, intimate
knowledge of its customers, Xeikon continues
to be one of the industry’s leading innovators of
products and solutions.

For more information,
visit www.xeikon.com

direct. dedicated. digital.

